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to neerl description It was perfecth timed and
it success imniediite Tbe protagonist Jminn
Porter voiced the pent up feelings of contempor
i \ jouth especially of the classes newly educ
ted now baffled bj the complacenc of thf>
prnileged classes ^ho had muddled through two
ware and left them without sense of securiti or
direction The plays pervasive mood of self
Pitj and strident denunciation runs with <=orne
variation through much of Osborne £> later -work
although "with the pa&sing of years it seems m
crea mgly subjective and irrelevant to the current
ituatinn
In his major plays A. Patriot fo Me excepted
Obbome keepb to the same basic pattern of charac
tension and structure Tn Jimmy Porter he
created an unforgettable character a myth But
Jimmy with some change of occupation and age is
constant^ reappearing disaffected disorganised
by self pity articulate and dominating Aiehie
Eice and Bill Maitland are older but they also are
;Sarci sus figures driven on bj sado masochibtic
urtes to de troy themselves and their circle
and it is difficult to escape the impression that
the typical Osborne protatomsfc is not presented
with complete objectivity but serves in some
degree at, mouthpiece of the author Osborne s
minor characters are sketched an a perfunctory
ra«her stagey way serving chiefh as audience or
target to the protagonist and there is little drama
tic confrontation of eauals
Closely linked with the structure of the plays is
the nature of the dialogue Osbomes forte is
rhetoric the thinly difcguised monologue splen
didly uninhibited with some of the inebriation and
excitement of the pub and with the same coarse
and bawdy jests Sometime? it is a tirade of
invective sometimes shrill and hysterical always
commanding always flowing exclusively from the
protagonist Minor characters are given little
opportunity for repartee or discussion their role
hemp; for the most nart to act as feed
Osborne s plays cannot legitimately be de
fended as satire for in comparison with the
masterpieces of Ibsen and Shaw they express
merely negative hObtihty and are not based on
any clear concept of the values that should be
realised in a good society
There aren t any good   brave causes left
says Jimmy Porter    Neither here nor in any
other play 3s>  there  anything  to  suggest that
Osborne does not endorse this destructive state
ment one of the silliest of the century
TTfa invective is moreover too general m
discriminate and direct to be effective His
weapon is the bludgeon of sarcasm seldom the
rapier of irony Some notable exceptions are to
be found rn Luther where the targets are limited
and specific and the speech where Tetzel sells
indulgences is finely ironic In this play Osborne
has learned from the intelligence of Luther and
the process of history He is too emotional and
subjective a writer to excel in an art which
demands disciplined thought and detachment
The sameness in structure and tone m Osborne e
work is cleverly mitigated by experiment in
theatrical techniques The realism of the garret
scene m Look Sack in Anger was In 1956 strikingly
original In The Entertainer and Luther he
profited by the example of Brecht and Under
Plain Gov& was influenced by Genet
The Entertainer    1957    37
Osborne here attempts to use the Brechtian
device of endistancmg employing a framework
of music hall scenes where Archie Rice (Olivier)
a seedy comedian tries to hold the stage with
tawdry patter and songs m a dubious show with
nudes called Bock n Roll New d Look These
are intended to endistance realistic scenes of
Archie s shabby home But the endistancmg
device serves little purpose for the overall mood
of unquestioned disillusion whooped up by
drink and patter is m both planes unrelieved
Querulous complaint that England has lost the
glory and glamour of Edwardian days is crystal
hsed on the realistic plane by the report of the
death of Archie s son at Suez and in the music hall
by the presentation of a nude Britannia wearing
only her helmet
Osboine turns to the music hall because he
 claims it to bt, a folk art with an immediate
direct contact    The film -version is good
L ither     10C1     F
Luthtr based on a recent biography i- a less
subjective v ork although Obborne ^.g-iin tike-, fur
(us hero a rebel the son of on unsympathetic
mother and einnhapises the emotional and no* tr e
intellectual sources of Luther s protests
The play is imitame of Breeht s Galilta both in
its loobe epic structure and also in the attempt
to precent the protagonist in an equivocal light
The first two acts give a sympathetic and leisurely
portrayal of Luther s early conflicts of conscience
and vigorous attack on superstition while m the
third act he is hurriedly presented as having
treacherously let down the peasants who had been
encouraged to rise against the Emperor But the
political reasons for Luther s dilemma are not e\ en
hinted at and we are invited not to think as m
Galileo but to condemn while ignorant of relevant
facts Structurally this sudden lolte face is most
damaging to the play
The most effective scenes such as Tetzel p
selling of indulgences and Martins sermon at
Wittenberg are splendid rhetoric without a word
of dialogue and directed straight at the audience
SkilM period production and the acting of
Albert Finney as Luther made the play theatrically
effective
Two Plays for England 1962
Two slight plays make a double bill
The Elood of Die Bambergs is a parody of a
royal wedding Monarchy is held up to ridicule
along with its trappings of ceremonial and fulsome
adulation by press and radio The bridegroom
having just been killed in his racing car an
Australian press photographer is secretly passed
ofi in his place The final act is a film with an
unctuous running commentary the film device
deriving from the German Expressionist theatre
where it was first used by Ernst Toller
Under Plain Coier is intended as an attack on
sensationalism m the press The first part shows
a pretty provincial couple dressing up m rflles
symbolic of sex fantasy their activities accom
pamed by a thm trickle of dialogue In the second
half dramatic presentation is abandoned in favour
of a charade and commentary by a reporter who
reveals that the couple were brother and sifitei a
feeble presentation of the compelling theme of
incest The first scene is a pallid imitation of the
brothel scene m Genet s The Balcony where the
assuming of symbolic roles has powerful sexual
and political implications lacking m Osborne s
play
These sketches do not profess to ofl>r convincing
studies of character in action and unlike intelligent
satire they do not imply positive standards nor
u&e the mature techniques of irony and wit but
rely on parody and mimicry
Inadmissible Evidence    1964    P
A play which many have praised mghly has
the ingredients of a commercial success It pro
vides the sensational spectacle of a middle aged
solicitor Bill Maitland, obsessed with sex. and
disintegrating under the influence of drink and
drugs and thereby such a role for the star actor
(Nicol Williamson) as to constitute a stage tour
de force
The play opens with a dream sequence as
Maitland is tried in the court of his own mind
What follows is his rancid outpouring of self pity
as during forty eight hours he is progressively
deserted by staff clients and mistress Some of
the minor characters are here reduced to unheard
voices on the telephone and one actress serves to
impersonate three faceless clients, Maitland s
flagellation of himself and his circumstances la
unrelieved and monotonous
A Patriot for Me    1965
The protagonist of Oshomes best play »ro
duced privately is Bedl a distinguished army
officer of the Austro Hungarian Empire who
through his homosexuality is blackmailed Bito
becoming a spy for Tsarist -Russia.

